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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2003-The arrival of David and his master made the trio 
feel relieved. 

Although they had no idea if David’s master could stop Zenon, the head of the Saint 
Association who was in full swing, they would be more hopeful with the help of a Sacred 
Saint. 

Without a Sacred Saint, the Fellowes family would never stand a chance. 

Only genocide would be waiting for them. 

“Cedar, my master has limited time, so let’s settle the matter as soon as possible!” 
David urged. 

Every hour the clone existed would consume a drop of his blood essence. 

Therefore, it would be best to solve the problem as soon as possible. 

After that, David could get back his remaining blood essence. 

It would be shameful to waste it. 

“Okay, wait a minute, David and David’s master. I’ll call everyone in the Fellowes family 
over to fight the Palmore family to the death,” Cedar immediately agreed. 

This was the only opportunity for the Fellowes family. 

Thus, he would definitely grasp it tightly. 

Even if David did not say anything, Cedar would still have organized the rest of the 
family as soon as possible and had a showdown with the Palmore family. 

Rather than being besieged like this and causing the Fellowes family to be distracted, it 
would be better to take the initiative to attack. 

The arrival of David’s master gave Cedar great confidence. 

It was not that he had not seen any Sacred Saints before, but Cedar felt that this old 
man’s strength was definitely greater than anything he had seen before, and it had 
already reached a terrifying stage. 

It was very rare for Cedar to see such strength. 1 

It was possible Fellowes family could really make it through this crisis. 



Every crisis was often accompanied by opportunity. 

After this time, who in Star Kingdom would dare to target the Fellowes family? 

If they survived, the Fellowes family would relax during the following Star Kingdom crisis 
because they had already passed the crisis ahead of time. 

“Alba, take David and his senior to rest for a while. Vai, go out with me to gather 
everyone. This time, we will take the initiative to attack and catch the Palmore family off 
guard. We’ll let them know that the Fellowes family is not weak.” 

“Yes, Grandmaster!” Alba and Valerio replied excitedly at the same time. 

Then, Alba left with David and his clone. 

Cedar and Valerio went to gather the strong members of the Fellowes family. 

The two True Saint grandmasters in the forbidden area of the Fellowes family received 
news from Cedar that a Sacred Saint had come to help the Fellowes family survive the 
crisis. 

Thus, they ignored everything else and directly walked out of the forbidden area that 
they had not left for many years to meet the Sacred Saint. 

However, David’s clone sent them away with just one word. 

However, this did not affect the mood of the two True Saints, but instead, it made them 
even more excited. 

It was normal for a Sacred Saint to have a little temper, so this was in line with the 
identity of a Sacred Saint. 

The Fellowes family, which was originally lifeless, slowly awoke after David’s arrival. 

All three True Saints had come out, summoning all the powerhouses of the Fellowes 
family to prepare for a fateful battle with the Palmore family. 

The Saint Association’s law enforcement team had also arrived at the periphery of the 
Fellowes family. 

At the same time, Zenon, the Sacred Saint grandmaster of the Palmore family and the 
new head of the Saint Association, also arrived. 

As for the rest of the powerful members of the Palmore family, they were already 
prepared. 



Besides the Palmore family, the spies of countless Star Kingdom forces were also 
watching in secret from afar. 

The significance of this battle was extraordinary. 

It would act as the prelude to chaos in Star Kingdom. 

The deaths of the Saints before this was just an appetizer. 

As the head of the Saint Association, Zenon would set an example so several other top 
forces with Sacred Saints would naturally follow suit. 
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